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'FBUVSFTpppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppp 
3FDPNNFOEFE8BZTPG6TJOHUIF6OJUppp 
1SFDBVUJPOTppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppp 
8BSOJOHTppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppp 
8IBU:PV/FFE5P,OPXpppppppppppppppppppppppppp 
/BNFTBOE'VODUJPOTPG1BSUTppppppppppppppppp 
#FGPSFVTJOHZPVSEFIVNJEJàFSpppppppppppppp 

0QFSBUJOH
 8IFOZPVXBOUUPESZMBVOESZpppppppppppppppp 
 LAUNDRY

 5JQTPO%SZJOH-BVOESZppppppppppppppppppppppppppp 
 3FEVDJOH(SPXUIPG.JMEFXJO#BUISPPNppp 
 MILDEW GUARD

 8IFOZPVXBOUUPEFIVNJEJGZpppppppppppppppp 
 AUTO
 HIGH

 LOW






6TJOH-PVWSF(DEHUMIDIFY mode only)pppppppppp 
6TJOH5JNFSpppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppp 
6TJOH$IJME-PDLpppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppp 
5VSOJOH.07&&:&0''
(only when in MOVE EYE mode)pppppppppppppppppppppppppp 
 %SZJOH*OTJEF0QFSBUJPOppppppppppppppppppppppppppp 
 %SBJOJOHppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppp 
 $POUJOVPVT%SBJOBHFppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppp 
 In order to ensure correct usage, please read this
instruction manual carefully and retain it for future
reference.
 Before accepting the Warranty at the time of purchase,
please make sure that the date of purchase, place of
purchase and other items are correctly ﬁlled in the form.
 Keep the Instruction Manual and Warranty in a safe
place.

5SPVCMFTIPPUJOH






.BJOUFOBODFppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppp 
5SPVCMFTIPPUJOHppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppp 
3FQMBDFNFOU1BSUTppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppp 
4UPSBHFBOE%JTQPTBMppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppp 
4QFDJàDBUJPOTppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppp 

&

.+&&')

Features
'PSESZJOHMBVOESZ

.07&&:&
"CPVU.07&&:&
%FUFDUTUIFUFNQFSBUVSFPGXFUDMPUIFT XBMMTBOEXJOEPXT BOEBEKVTUT
UIFXJOEEJSFDUJPOBOEBJSWPMVNFUPFGàDJFOUMZQFSGPSNEFIVNJEJàDBUJPO
MOVE EYE employs thermopile sensors that measure infrared rays emitted
from distant objects to measure surface temperatures.

 .07&&:&EFUFDUJPOSBOHF
.07&&:&NFBTVSFTUFNQFSBUVSFJOBSBOHFPG
VQEPXOYMFGUSJHIU

Approx. 4 m
(150°)

 .07&&:&EFUFDUJPOPQFSBUJPO
8IFO-"6/%3:JTTFMFDUFE .07&&:&
QFSGPSNTJOJUJBMEFUFDUJPOPQFSBUJPOGPS
UISFFNJOVUFT GPMMPXFECZSFHVMBSEFUFDUJPO
PQFSBUJPO
*OJUJBMEFUFDUJPOPQFSBUJPOJTOPUQFSGPSNFEJO
.*-%&8(6"3%PQFSBUJOHNPEF
*OJUJBMEFUFDUJPOPQFSBUJPO

3FHVMBSEFUFDUJPOPQFSBUJPO

1.5 m
Start

Approx. 2 m
(100°)
The louvre swings in a wide range in the following
cases:
 Room temperature is low, such as during winter,
or when the window or wall temperature is low
P12
 Clothes, windows and walls are distant from the unit
(1.5 m or more away) P12
 MOVE EYE is dirty P23

%8JEF3BOHF-PVWSF
5IFMPVWSFBVUPNBUJDBMMZDIBOHFTXJOEEJSFDUJPOJOBXJEFSBOHF VQEPXO¤MFGUSJHIU BOE
EJSFDUTBJSCZUBSHFUJOHXFUDMPUIFT
-PVWSFQPTJUJPOJOH
[Up/down]
[Left/right]
The louvre adjusts its position every
30 minutes. The louvre moves up and
to the left to correct the position and
100°
150°
then returns to its original position.



Recommended Ways of Using the Unit
When you want to dry laundry

PQFSBUJPONPEFPQFSBUFT.07&&:&

5JQTPOESZJOHMBVOESZ1

 8IFOZPVXBOUUPQFSGPSNBVUPNBUJDPQFSBUJPO

①

②

1 %FUFSNJOFTUIFMPDBUJPOPGXFU
DMPUIFTBOEESJFTBMMDMPUIFT
BDDPSEJOHMZ
2 'PDVTFTPOXFUDMPUIFTBOE
TFOETBJSJOUIBUEJSFDUJPO
 8IFOZPVXBOUUPQFSGPSNDPOUJOVPVT
PQFSBUJPO

)*()

 3FEVDJOHCMPXJOHTPVOEBOEQFSGPSNJOH
DPOUJOVPVTPQFSBUJPO

1

-08

1

#FGPSFVTJOHUIFVOJU

8IJMFNPOJUPSJOHSPPNIVNJEJUZ 
.07&&:&JEFOUJàFTVOFWFODMPUIJOH
ESZOFTTUPESZDMPUIFTFGàDJFOUMZ

&

1

-"6/%3:

When you want to dehumidify
 8IFOZPVXBOUUPQFSGPSNBVUPNBUJDPQFSBUJPO

"650

1

 8IFOZPVXBOUUPQFSGPSNDPOUJOVPVTPQFSBUJPO

)*()

1

 3FEVDJOHCMPXJOHTPVOEBOEQFSGPSNJOH
DPOUJOVPVTPQFSBUJPO

-08

1

When you are worried about mildew in the bathroom
.*-%&8(6"3%

1

①

②

1 %FIVNJEJàFTUIFFOUJSFCBUISPPN
.07&&:&JTBDUJWBUFEXIFOUIF
IVNJEJUZESPQTUP
2 8IFO.07&&:&EFUFDUTBXJOEPX BJS
JTEJSFDUFEUPXBSEUIFXJOEPXTVSGBDF
BOEáPPSXIFOOPXJOEPXJTEFUFDUFE 
BJSJTEJSFDUFEUPXBSEUIFáPPS



Precautions
The following diagrams indicate circumstances where
danger can result from mishandling the unit.

WARNING
Mishandling may result in
fatal or serious injuries.

CAUTION
Mishandling may result in
minor injuries or damage to
your home or property, etc.

Meanings of the graphic symbols used in this manual
and on the unit are explained below.
Forbidden

Do not
disassemble

Keep away
from ﬁre

Do not
subject to
water

Always
follow the
instructions

WARNING
%POPUEBNBHFPSNPEJGZUIFQPXFS
DPSEPSQMVH%POPUVTFQPXFSTPDLFUT
JOXIJDIUIFQMVHàUTMPPTFMZ
Do not modify, bundle, twist, bend or heat the
power cord. Do not place under objects or
use with the end close to the plug bent.
(Keep pets from biting the cord.)

%POPUBUUFNQUUP
SFQBJS EJTBTTFNCMF 
PSNPEJGZUIFVOJU

This may SFTVMUJOàSFBOEPSFMFDUSJDTIPDL.
Refer servicing to your dealer or Mitsubishi Electric Service
Centre.

&YDMVTJWFMZVTF7"$QPXFS
TPDLFUTGPSUIFQPXFSTVQQMZ
The cord may be damaged SFTVMUJOHJOàSF 
FMFDUSJDTIPDLPSIFBUHFOFSBUJPO.

%POPUQMVHNBOZQPXFSDPSET
JOUPPOFQPXFSTPDLFU
This may SFTVMUJOàSF FMFDUSJDTIPDL
PSNBMGVODUJPOT.

%POPUTUBSUTUPQUIFVOJUCZ
QMVHHJOHVOQMVHHJOHUIFQPXFS
DPSE
This may SFTVMUJOàSFBOEPSFMFDUSJD
TIPDL.

%POPUQVUUIFVOJUOFBSIFBU
HFOFSBUJOHEFWJDFT TVDIBTTUPWFT 
GBOIFBUFST FUD 

The plastic parts may melt and DBVTFàSF.

%POPUQVUZPVSàOHFST
PSBOZMPOHPCKFDU JOUP
UIFBJSJOUBLFPVUMFU
%POPUUPVDIUIF
TXJOHMPVWSF
The internal fan rotates at high speeds,
and such actions may SFTVMUJOJOKVSZPS
NBMGVODUJPOT



Failing to do so may SFTVMUJOBàSFBOE
PSFMFDUSJDTIPDL.
∗ Use an extension cord by itself.
8JQFEVTUPGGUIFQPXFSQMVHBOE
JOTFSUUIFQMVHàSNMZ
If the plug is not fully inserted into
the socket, dust may gather on the
connectors which may DBVTFàSFBOEPS
FMFDUSJDTIPDL.

4IPVMEBCOPSNBMTZNQUPNTPDDVS B
CVSOJOHTNFMM FUD TXJUDIPGGUIFVOJU
BOEVOQMVHJUGSPNUIFTPDLFU
• The unit, the power cord or plug is
abnormally hot.
• Odd sounds or vibration during
operation
• Burning smell
• Breaker trips
frequently
• Other abnormality
or error
Continuing to use the unit may cause àSFPSFMFDUSJD
TIPDL PSNBZEBNBHFUIFVOJU.
Unplug the power cord and contact your dealer or
Mitsubishi Electric Service Centre.

3FNPWFXBUFSUIBUIBTDPMMFDUFEJO
UIFUBOL
Accidentally drinking the water or using
it for other purposes may DBVTFJMMOFTT
BOEPSVOGPSFTFFOBDDJEFOUT.

CAUTION

%POPUQVUWBTFTPSBOZPUIFS
PCKFDUTàMMFEXJUIXBUFSPOUIFVOJU
Water may leak into the unit adversely
affecting electric insulation and DBVTF
FMFDUSJDTIPDLBOEPSàSF by shortcircuiting.

%POPUVTFUIFVOJUJOB
CBUISPPNPSPUIFS
MPDBUJPOXIFSFJUJT
MJLFMZUPDPNFJOUP
DPOUBDUXJUIXBUFS PSXBTIJU
XJUIXBUFS

This may OFHBUJWFMZ
BGGFDUUIFRVBMJUZof the items stored.

%POPUQPJOUBJSáPXGSPNUIF
VOJUEJSFDUMZBUUIFCPEZ
GPSBQSPMPOHFE
QFSJPEPGUJNF
Be especially careful when
using the unit where there
is someone who is unable to adjust the
humidity (infant, child, or elderly person).

If air-ﬂow is directed at the body for long
periods, it may IBSNPOFTQIZTJDBMDPOEJUJPO
BOEMFBEUPEFIZESBUJPO.

Exposure to water may SFTVMUJOàSFPSFMFDUSJD
TIPDL caused by an electric leak.

%POPUTUBOEPO TJUPOPSMFBO
BHBJOTUUIFVOJU%POPUQVMMUIF
VOJUCZUIFEPXOXBSEBJSPVUMFU

%POPUVTFUIFVOJU
XIFSFJUNBZCFFYQPTFE
UPEJSFDUTVOMJHIUPSPUIFS
XFBUIFSDPOEJUJPOT
5IJTVOJUJTGPSJOEPPS
VTFPOMZ

As the unit is on wheels, it may move, tip
over, or fall DBVTJOHQFSTPOBMJOKVSZ.

This may DBVTFPWFSIFBUJOH FMFDUSJDTIPDL
BOEPSàSF caused by an electric leak.

%POPUVTFUIFVOJUJO
OBSSPX FODMPTFEQMBDFT
TVDIBTJOTJEFDMPTFUT 
CFUXFFOQJFDFTPG
GVSOJUVSF FUD

%POPUSFNPWFUIF
4UZSPGPBNGSPNUIF
áPBUJOHFMFNFOU
The ﬂoating element will not
be able to detect a full tank
resulting in water leakage,
XIJDINBZEBNBHFTVSSPVOEJOH
PCKFDUTPSDBVTFFMFDUSJDTIPDL
BOEPSBOFMFDUSJDMFBL.

This results in poor ventilation and may
DBVTFIFBUHFOFSBUJPOBOEPSàSF.

%POPUESBJOXBUFSDPOUJOVPVTMZ
JGUIFSFJTBQPTTJCJMJUZUIBU
UFNQFSBUVSFBSPVOEUIFIPTF
DPVMEESPQUPGSFF[JOHQPJOU P22

%POPUVTFDPNCVTUJPO
BQQMJBODFTJOUIFQBUIPG
UIFBJSPVUMFU

Water inside the hose may freeze and
prevent the water in the tank from ﬂowing
out. The water may leak from the unit and
EBNBHFTVSSPVOEJOHPCKFDUT.

This may DBVTF
JODPNQMFUFDPNCVTUJPO
in the appliance.

&

This results in poor ventilation and
may DBVTFIFBUHFOFSBUJPOàSF.

%POPUVTFUIFVOJUGPSTQFDJBM
QVSQPTFT TVDIBT
QSFTFSWBUJPOPGGPPE 
BSUPSTDJFOUJàDXPSLT

#FGPSFVTJOHUIFVOJU

%POPUDPWFSBOBJSPVUMFUPS
BJSJOUBLFXJUIMBVOESZ DMPUI 
DVSUBJO FUD

%POPUFYQPTFUIFHMBTTXJOEPX
PG.07&&:&UPVOOFDFTTBSZ
JNQBDUTPSTIPDLT

%POPUVTFUIFVOJUJOQMBDFTUIBU
NBZCFTVCKFDUUPPJMPSáBNNBCMF
HBTMFBLBHF
Such a leak around the unit may DBVTF
DPNCVTUJPOBOEàSF.

%POPUVTFUIFVOJUJOQMBDFT
XIFSFDIFNJDBMTBSFVTFE
TVDIBTIPTQJUBMT GBDUPSJFT 
MBCPSBUPSJFTPSCFBVUZTBMPOT 
Chemicals and solvents evaporated in
the air may harm the unit and cause
water in the tank to leak, SFTVMUJOHJO
EBNBHFUPQSPQFSUZ.

Cracked or broken glass could cause
injury.
6OQMVHUIFQPXFSDPSEBOEDPOUBDUZPVSEFBMFSPS
.JUTVCJTIJ&MFDUSJD4FSWJDF$FOUSF

*OTUBMMUIFVOJUJOBMPDBUJPOXIFSF
UIFáPPSJTáBUBOETUBCMF
If the unit falls over, the water collected
in the water tank may leak EBNBHJOH
TVSSPVOEJOHPCKFDUTBOEJOUVSOSFTVMU
JOàSFPSFMFDUSJDTIPDLDBVTFECZBO
FMFDUSJDBMMFBL.



Precautions (Cont.)

CAUTION
#FGPSFNPWJOHUIFVOJUBMXBZT
TXJUDIJUPGG VOQMVHJUBOESFNPWF
XBUFSGSPNUIFXBUFSUBOL

6OQMVHUIFVOJUGSPNUIFQPXFS
TPVSDFXIFOOPUVTJOHUIFVOJU
GPSBOFYUFOEFEQFSJPEPGUJNF

Moving the unit with water in its tank may
cause the water to leak and EBNBHFUIF
TVSSPVOEJOHPCKFDUTBOEJOUVSOSFTVMU
JOFMFDUSJDTIPDLBOEPSBOFMFDUSJD
MFBL.

Otherwise it may DBVTFàSFBOEPS
FMFDUSJDTIPDL caused by an electric
leak.

"GUFSFNQUZJOHUIFUBOL USBOTQPSU
UIFVOJUCZHSBTQJOHUIFIBOEMF
àSNMZ
Losing your footing while carrying the
unit may DBVTFQFSTPOBMJOKVSZPS
EBNBHFUPUIFáPPS.

(SBTQUIFQMVHBOESFNPWF
GSPNUIFQPXFSTPDLFU
When removing the plug from
the power socket, do not pull
on it diagonally or by the cord as this
may cause the projections/wiring to be
damaged SFTVMUJOHJOBTIPSUDJSDVJU 
FMFDUSJDTIPDLPSàSF.

4XJUDIUIFVOJUPGGBOE
VOQMVHGSPNUIFQPXFS
TPVSDFXIFODMFBOJOHJU

8IFOVTJOHUIFDPOUJOVPVT
ESBJOBHFPVUMFU NBLFTVSFUP
QPTJUJPOUIFIPTFTPUIBUUIF
XBUFSESBJOTXJUIPVUPCTUSVDUJPO
The water in the tank may leak and
EBNBHFTVSSPVOEJOHPCKFDUT.

8IFOESBJOJOHXBUFS
DPOUJOVPVTMZPSMFGUVOBUUFOEFE
GPSMPOHQFSJPET JOTQFDUUIFVOJU
FWFSZUXPXFFLT
Do not allow debris to clog the ﬁlter/hose
as this may DBVTFPWFSIFBUJOHMFBLBHF.

6TFUIFVOJUXJUIDBVUJPOJO
SPPNTXIFSFUIFXBMMT GVSOJUVSF
BOEBSUXPSLBSFWVMOFSBCMFUPESZ
BJS BTJUNBZDBVTFDSBDLTBOE
XBSQJOH

When the unit is on, the internal
fan rotates at high speeds and may
DBVTFJOKVSZ.

Warnings
 ,FFQUIFVOJUBMXBZTJOBOVQSJHIUQPTJUJPO
Inclining the unit may cause water in the tank to leak
into the unit, SFTVMUJOHJONBMGVODUJPO. Should you
incline the unit accidentally, contact your dealer for
advice.
 %POPUDBSSZUIFVOJUIPSJ[POUBMMZ
This may SFTVMUJONBMGVODUJPOT.
Such malfunctions are NOT
covered under warranty.



 %POPUUPVDI.PWF&ZF
If MOVE EYE becomes dirty, correct detection
cannot be performed.
When MOVE EYE is dirty, refer to the Maintenance
section for details of how to clean it. P23

What You Need To Know
 3PPNUFNQFSBUVSFNBZSJTF$EVSJOHPQFSBUJPO
The dehumidiﬁer does not have a cooler function. Due to heat produced during operation, the room temperature may rise
2-4°C. As a result, the unit may blow warm air, but this is not due to a malfunction. (During winter, the air may not feel warm
as the temperature is below body temperature.)

)PXEPFTUIFEFIVNJEJàFSXPSL

1 The unit draws air from the room, cools it with its cooling
coil, causing the moisture to transform into water
droplets.
2 The water droplets fall into the water tank.
3 %FIVNJEJàFEBJSJTIFBUFECZUIFSFIFBUJOHDPJM BOE
UIFOCMPXOPVU
The humidity of the room is thus reduced by repeating
steps 1, 2, and 3.

 5IFVOJUDBOPQFSBUFJOBSPPN
UFNQFSBUVSFSBOHFPG$
If the room temperature exceeds 35°C, the unit may
operate in blower mode or increase the airﬂow. This is
because the temperature within the unit rises causing
the protection mechanism to operate.
 If the temperature becomes lower than 7°C,
blowing operation starts to prevent freezing of
dehumidiﬁed water.

%SZ 8BSN BJS

3FIFBUJOHDPJM

&

③
$PPMJOHDPJM

.PJTUBJS

①
$PNQSFTTPS

8BUFSUBOL

②

 5IFBNPVOUPGEFIVNJEJGZJOH
CFDPNFTMFTTJOXJOUFS

#FGPSFVTJOHUIFVOJU

If you pour cold water into a cup, the air around it becomes
cold, causing water droplets to form on the surface of the
cup.
The dehumidiﬁer takes advantage of this phenomenon to
remove moisture from the air.

When the temperature and humidity are low, the
amount of water collected is decreased.
In winter, because the temperature is lower than in summer,
the effect of the dehumidiﬁer is greatly reduced as shown in
the graph below.
Although only a little water collects in the tank, this is
not a malfunction.

 5IFIVNJEJUZSFBEJOHPOUIFVOJU
NBZEJGGFSGSPNBIZHSPNFUFSJO
UIFTBNFSPPN

$BVTF
 Inconsistencies
in temperature
and humidity
 Difference in
location
 Difference in
hygrometer
precision

4VNNFS IVNJEJUZ

8JOUFS EBNQOFTT

Value for HIGH when humidity is 80%
%FIVNJEJGZJOHDBQBDJUZ -EBZ

yd
re the ifferent
ya

?

Wh

Even in the same room, temperature and humidity
levels may differ from place to place. If the hygrometer
and the unit are in different parts of the room, the
humidity levels are prone to differ.
Moreover, humidity levels differ between places that
have good and no airﬂow.
Use the reading on the unit as an estimate.
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3PPNUFNQFSBUVSF $

 The values shown on the graph were measured
at constant temperature and humidity and do not
reﬂect values obtained in actual usage conditions.



Names and Functions of Parts
Front

$POUSPMQBOFM P9

.07&&:& P2·19·23

"JS0VUMFU

-PVWSF P17
6QEPXOBOEMFGUSJHIUTXJOH
6Q%PXO-PVWSF

-PVWSFJOJUJBM
TUPQQPTJUJPO

)VNJEJUZ4FOTPS1BSU
*OTJEFUIF6OJU 
P23
Do not cover

-FGU3JHIU-PVWSF

Back

)BOEMF P10

5FNQFSBUVSF4FOTPS
1BSU *OTJEFUIF6OJU 
P23

4JMWFS*PO'JMUFS P24

"JS*OUBLF P23
$POUJOVPVT%SBJOBHF
0VUMFU P22
5BOLMJE P10·21

'JMUFS$PWFS P23

'MPBUJOH&MFNFOU P21
-FWFM8JOEPX

1PXFS1MVH

8BUFS5BOL P10·21
The water tank may contain
water residue at time of
purchase. This is from ﬁnal
product testing at the factory
and is not due to a defect.

*OTUBMMJOHZPVS
EFIVNJEJàFS
Make sure to leave
some space around
the unit.

Accessory

8IFFM 
P10

 4JMWFSJPOTUFSJMJ[JOHBOEEFPEPSJ[JOHàMUFS
(Hereafter referred to as simply “sliver ion ﬁlter.”)

At least 50 cm
At least
20 cm

At least
20 cm
At least
20 cm

At least 20 cm
<Operating noise>
Use the unit on a mat or the like. This reduces
vibration and noise. This also prevents leaving
depressions on carpets, etc.



The silver ion ﬁlter is supplied with the unit at the
time of purchase. Set before using the unit. P10

8IBUJTTJMWFSJPOàMUFS 
The silver ion ﬁlter has a tow-layer construction consisting of
a white particle ﬁlter and a blue air-freshener ﬁlter.
<Particle ﬁlter>
The ﬁne particle ﬁlter removes pollen* and dust particles.
* Diameter of pollen: approx. 10-100μm
<Silver ion ﬁlter>
A special deodorant and anti-bacterial agent (anti-allergen, anti-virus
and sterilization) are contained in the ﬁbres of the silver ion ﬁlter.
Cigarette smoke and toxins found in smoke, such as carbon
monoxide, cannot be removed with this ﬁlter.

 '6---BNQ
 Lights when the tank is full of water.
 Lights when the tank is not attached
to the unit.

 $)*-%-0$,4XJUDI
Turns Child Lock
ON/OFF

P20

P21

 5*.&34XJUDI
Sets the time of
the timer.

 -FGU3JHIU4XJOH4XJUDI
 6Q%PXO4XJOH4XJUDI
Switches or stops swing

P18

P17

&

P19

 %3:*/(*/4*%&-BNQ
 Flashes during the DRYING
INSIDE operation.
 Lights when the DRYING INSIDE
operation is waiting to begin.
 %3:*/(*/4*%&4XJUDI
Use this to switch the DRYING
INSIDE operation ON and OFF.

 %&)6.*%*':4XJUDI
Switches between HIGH, LOW
and AUTO (50%, 60%, 70%).
 .07&&:&4XJUDI
Switches between LAUNDRY
and MILDEW GUARD
operating mode.
• )*()•-08

P16

• "650

P15

P11
*UJTOPUQPTTJCMFUPVTFB
DPNCJOBUJPOPGUXPPQFSBUJOH
NPEFT1SFTTJOHUIF48*/(
-0673&TXJUDIXIJMF.07&
&:&NPEFJTPQFSBUJOHDBVTFTB
CFFQJOHTPVOEUPCFFNJUUFEBOE
ZPVDBOOPUTFUUIFMPVWSFEJSFDUJPO

• .*-%&8(6"3% P14
• -"6/%3:

LCD Display

 108&3-BNQ
Lights during
operation.
 108&34XJUDI
Turns the power
ON/OFF.

#FGPSFVTJOHUIFVOJU

Control Panel

P11

 4XJOH.POJUPS
Indicates the swing direction.

"MMPGUIFJOEJDBUPSTPOUIF-$%EJTQMBZBSFTIPXOGPS
FYQMBOBUJPOQVSQPTFT

P11·17
 $)*-%-0$,*OEJDBUPS
Indicates CHILD LOCK is
activated.

 )VNJEJUZ*OEJDBUPS
Indicates UIFBQQSPYJNBUF
IVNJEJUZ.

P19
 5JNFS%JTQMBZ
Indicates the time of
the ON/OFF timer.

Indicates the set humidity (only
in AUTO operating mode)

P18

Indicates the current humidity
(within a range of 30% to 80%)

 .07&&:&*OEJDBUPS
Indicated while
MOVE EYE mode is
operating.
P11·14

 0QFSBUJOH.PEF
*OEJDBUPS
Indicates the selected
operating mode.
P11~16




When the humidity is 30% or
lower, 30% is indicated.
When the humidity is 80% or
higher, 80% is indicated.



Before using your dehumidiﬁer
Set the silver ion ﬁlter
The silver ion filter is supplied with the unit at time of
purchase. Please fit before using the unit.

2

Remove the silver ion filter
from the polyethylene bag.

5BOLMJE
Hold at the bottom and ﬁrmly
push in to insert.

Remove the filter cover.

Pull toward you
to remove
Performance is unaffected even if the
metal fin inside unit are slightly bent.

3

$IFDLUIFUBOLBOEJOTFSUJUBMM
UIFXBZJOXIJMFIPMEJOHUIFVOJU

Set the silver ion filter into the
filter cover.

5BOL
Make sure the tank is not broken or cracked
*OGPSNBUJPO

1

Inserting the water
tank correctly

 Firmly push the tank lid into place; failure to do
so could cause water to leak.
 If the tank lid is not ﬁrmly ﬁtted in, it may be
difﬁcult to remove the tank.
 If the tank is not inserted correctly, the FULL
lamp comes on and the unit will not operate.

Plug the power cord
into the power socket

Set the silver ion filter inside
the tabs on the filter cover.

Use a 220V AC power socket
only.
If the louvre is open, it
automatically returns to its
initial stop position. P8

Tabs (8)

$BSSZJOHUIF6OJU
The unit can be transported using the
wheels on the bottom.
Check that the water tank is empty
and the louvre is shut before
transporting.

4

Set the filter cover.

3BJTFIBOEMFUPUSBOTQPSU

 The wheels move in the
direction indicated by the
arrow.
 Using excessive force to move the unit may
cause the unit to fall over.



Make sure the silver ion filter is attached to the unit.
If it is not, fine dust will enter inside the unit and
cause a malfunction.

/PUF

Note

Insert the tabs on the top of the filter
cover into the unit and push in until
they click in place.

 %POPUBUUFNQUUPDBSSZUIFVOJUIPSJ[POUBMMZ
Tilting the unit will result in the water spilling and
cause a malfunction.
 %POPUIPMEUIFMPVWSF BJSPVUMFU XIFO
NPWJOHUIFVOJU
 Use the wheels on hard ﬂat surface.
 Lift over doorsills and steps. Refrain from using
the wheels on thick-pile carpet, as this may
damage the carpet.
 Do not let the power cord get tangled in the
wheels. Additionally, do not let the power cord
drag, as this may damage the cord.

When you want to dry laundry

Beep

*OGPSNBUJPO

 5IF108&3MBNQMJHIUT
 5IFPQFSBUJOHNPEFJTEJTQMBZFE
 5IFMPVWSFPQFOTBOEBJSáPXTUBSUT
 %FIVNJEJGZJOHCFHJOTBQQSPYJNBUFMZ
NJOVUFTBGUFSZPVQSFTTUIF108&3TXJUDI
8IFOEFIVNJEJGZJOHCFHJOT UIFPQFSBUJPOBM
OPJTFJODSFBTFT
 The unit remembers the operating mode. Even
if the power plug is disconnected or the power
turned off, the unit restarts at the previous
setting.

 1SFTT

UPTFMFDU

-"6/%3:
 $IBOHFTXJUIFWFSZQSFTT
 "CPSEFSJTEJTQMBZFEBSPVOEUIF
TFMFDUFEPQFSBUJOHNPEF
 .07&&:&JOEJDBUPSMJHIUT
Beep

Beep

5PTUPQPQFSBUJPO

1SFTT



Beep

 5IF108&3MBNQHPFTPVU
 5IFPQFSBUJOHNPEFJOEJDBUPS
EJTBQQFBST
 5IFMPVWSFDMPTFT
 If the DRYING INSIDE operation (auto) is
*OGPSNBUJPO
set, it starts after operation stops. P20

 -"6/%3:
"GUFSEFIVNJEJGZJOHJTQFSGPSNFEVOUJMUIFIVNJEJUZ
SFBDIFT .07&&:&EFUFSNJOFTUIBUDMPUIFT
BSFESZBOEUIFOPQFSBUJPOTUPQTBVUPNBUJDBMMZ
When this mode is selected, the unit operates
for about two and half hours, up to a maximum
of 12 hours. If the tank becomes full (FULL lamp
comes on), dehumidifying operation stops and
only air is blown.
"NPVOUPGXFU
3PVHI
4J[FPGSPPN
DMPUIFT
(VJEFPO
6TBHF
Up to approx. 6 kg Up to approx. 17 m2

To ensure efﬁcient drying, keep usage within the
ranges speciﬁed in Rough Guide on Usage.
 %SBJOUIFUBOLCFGPSFVTF
The unit may stop because of a full tank before
clothes are completely dry.
 *GUIJTJTVTFEJODPOKVODUJPOXJUI0''
5JNFSPQFSBUJPO PQFSBUJPONBZTUPQCFGPSF
DMPUIFTBSFDPNQMFUFMZESZ P18
 *GIVNJEJUZEPFTOPUESPQUP PQFSBUJPO
TUPQTBQQSPYJNBUFMZIPVSTMBUFS

4XJOH.POJUPS

%VSJOH-"6/%3:PQFSBUJOHNPEF 
UIFTXJOHNPOJUPSJOEJDBUJPODIBOHFT
BDDPSEJOHUPUIFMPDBUJPOPGXFUDMPUIFT

0QFSBUJOH



*OGPSNBUJPO

 1SFTT

1

#FGPSFVTJOHUIFVOJU

2

&

When LAUNDRY is selected, MOVE EYE identiﬁes uneven clothing dryness and dries clothes efﬁciently while it is monitoring
humidity.

<Example display>
When wet clothes are
detected in the upper
right corner

6TF)*()NPEFGPSUIFGPMMPXJOHDBTFT
8IFOSPPNUFNQFSBUVSFJTMPX
 .07&&:&NBZJODPSSFDUMZEFGFDUXJOEPXTBOE
XBMMTBTXFMMBTXFUDMPUIFT
 *ODFSUBJODBTFTJUNBZCFEJGàDVMUUPFWBQPSBUF
NPJTUVSF UIFSFGPSFMBVOESZEPFTOPUESZ*OTVDI
BDBTFUIFPQFSBUJPOXJMMTUPQBVUPNBUJDBMMZJO
BQQSPYJNBUFMZUXPBOEIBMGIPVST



Tips on Drying Laundry
Proper use of the unit improves drying effectiveness.
"CPVUUIF3PPNGPS)BOHJOH$MPUIFT

'BDUPSTUIBUJNQSPWFESZJOHFGGFDUJWFOFTTJODMVEFJODSFBTJOHSPPNUFNQFSBUVSF 
MPXFSJOHSPPNIVNJEJUZBOEEJSFDUJOHXJOEUPXBSEXFUDMPUIFT
5JQ

5JQ

5JQ

 *UJTNPSFFGGFDUJWFUPEFIVNJEJGZ
XFUDMPUIFTJOBTNBMMFODMPTFE
SPPN
 1MBDFUIFVOJUJOTVDIBXBZ
UIBUXJOECMPXTEJSFDUMZPOXFU
DMPUIFT

8IFOUIFSPPNUFNQFSBUVSF
JTMPX TVDIBTEVSJOHXJOUFS 
ESZJOHCFDPNFTFBTJFSJGZPVBMTP
VTFBIFBUFSUPSBJTFUIFSPPN
UFNQFSBUVSFUPBQQSPYJNBUFMZ$
PSNPSF*OTVDIBDBTF EPOPU
EJSFDUUIFIFBUFSUPXBSEUIFVOJU 
QPTTJCMZDBVTJOHGBMTFEFUFDUJPOCZ
.07&&:&

*GUIFXJOEPXJTDPME .07&&:&
NBZJODPSSFDUMZEFUFDUXJOEPXTBT
XFUDMPUIFT0OFXBZUPQSFWFOU
UIJTJTUPVTFDVSUBJOTPOXJOEPXT

Curtains

Heater

)PXUP)BOH$MPUIFT

4NBMMDIBOHFTDBOJNQSPWFESZJOHFGàDJFODZ5IFGPMMPXJOHDMPUIFTIBOHJOHUJQT
NBZCFIFMQGVM
5JQ
)BOHXFUDMPUIFTXJUIJOUIFSBOHF
PG.07&&:&EFUFDUJPO

5JQ
#SJOHUIJDLDMPUIJOHUPUIFGSPOU

5JQ
-FBWFBOBQQSPQSJBUFBNPVOUPG
TQBDFCFUXFFOXFUDMPUIFT

Thick clothing

Approx. 4 m
(150°)

Approx. 5 cm

1.5 m

1.5 m

Approx. 2 m
(100°)

)BOHXFUDMPUIFTXJUIJONPG
UIFVOJU*UJTQPTTJCMFUPESZDMPUIFT
NPSFUIBONBXBZCVU.07&
&:&DBOOPUEFUFDUUIFNDPSSFDUMZ



8IFOIBOHJOHXFUDMPUIFT MFBWFBU
MFBTUBQQSPYJNBUFMZDNPGTQBDF
CFUXFFOFBDIBSUJDMFPGDMPUIJOHUP
BMMPXBJSUPQBTTUISPVHI

At least 1 m

5IJDLDMPUIJOHUBLFTNPSFUJNF
UPESZ)BOH5IJDLDMPUIJOHJOB
QPTJUJPOXIFSFXJOEDBOFBTJMZ
SFBDIUIFN"MTP GVMMZTNPPUIPVU
XFUDMPUIFTUPSFNPWFBOZXSJOLMFT

%POPUMFBWFUPPNVDITQBDF
CFUXFFOBSUJDMFTPGDMPUIJOH8JOE
GSPNUIFVOJUCMPXTJOBXJEFSBOHF 
XIJDIDBOEFDSFBTFFGàDJFODZ
*GXJOEGSPNUIFVOJUDBVTFTBSUJDMFT
PGDMPUIJOHUPNPWF TFDVSFTPUIBU
DMPUIJOHEPFTOPUNPWF

)BOHJOH:PVS$MPUIFT

2m

Thick clothing

1m

8IFOXFUDMPUIFTBSFIVOHBCPWFUIFVOJU

Hang thick clothing in
the middle. It is also
recommended that
small items such as
undergarments and socks
be hung in the middle as
well.
Make sure wind is
reaching wet clothes
farthest away from the unit.

1.5 m

0.5 m

To hang wet clothes
vertically relative to the
unit, place the unit under
the clothes.
Make sure wind is
reaching wet clothes
farthest away from the
unit.

&

8IFOXFUDMPUIFTBSFIVOHJOGSPOUPGUIFVOJU

<Drying may take a long time in the following cases>
 When there is a lot of wet clothing
 When articles of clothing are hung close together
 When the room temperature is low. ....The drying time required at low temperatures (approximately 10°C) is about
twice that at normal temperature (approximately 20°C).
 When the room is large. .....................The recommended room size is up to approximately 17 m2. If the room
is larger than that, wet clothes may not dry by the time operation ends
(approximately 12 hours).
/PUFT8IFO4UBSUJOH0QFSBUJPOBOE%VSJOH0QFSBUJPO
 4UBSUPQFSBUJPOBGUFSIBOHJOHBMMXFUDMPUIFT
If you start operation while still hanging clothes, wet clothes may not be detected correctly.
 5PIBOHBEEJUJPOBMXFUDMPUIFT UVSOUIFQPXFSPGG IBOHBTOFFEFEBOEUIFOTUBSUPQFSBUJPOBHBJO

 %POPUNPWF.07&&:&PSUIFMPVWSF
If you move MOVE EYE or the louvre, wet clothes cannot be detected correctly.

6TJOHUIFVOJUUPESZDMPUIFTIVOHJOBSPPNJTSFDPNNFOEFEPOEBZTTVDIBT
UIFGPMMPXJOH
 $MPVEZBOESBJOZEBZT

 %BZTXJUIBMPUPGQPMMFO
BOEEVTUJOUIFBJS

 %BZTZPVBSFVOBCMF
UPCSJOHJOUIFXBTIJOH
EVSJOHEBZMJHIUIPVST

Drying clothes hung outside takes
a while on days with high humidity
because it is difﬁcult for water to
evaporate.

Hanging clothes inside enables
you to prevent pollen and dirt
getting on them.

Dry clothes absorb dampness
when the air cools outside after the
sun sets, meaning your efforts will
have gone to waste.

0QFSBUJOH

 8IFO.07&&:&JTQFSGPSNJOHJOJUJBMEFUFDUJPOPQFSBUJPO EPOPUTUBOEJOGSPOUPGUIFVOJU
The unit performs initial detection for approximately three minutes after starting operation. If you block MOVE
EYE during this period, detection is interrupted. Also, if you move the unit during operation, return it to its original
location. If you are not sure about the original location, start operation over from the beginning.



Reducing Growth of Mildew in Bathroom
1SFQBSBUJPO

This operation reduces the growth of mildew by using MOVE EYE to detect humidity or droplets that remain inside a bathroom
after, for example, you take a bath. This operation can also be used as a measure for tackling mildew in rooms.

*OTUBMMUIFEFIVNJEJàFSJOUIF
ESFTTJOHSPPN

 1SFTT
 1SFTT



Beep

*OTUBMMJOHUIF%FIVNJEJàFS
Install the unit in the dressing room (entrance to
the bathroom).
(Do not install the unit inside the bathroom.)
"JSJTCMPXOGSPNUIF
GSPOUTJEFPGUIFVOJU
Adjust the orientation of
the unit so that air ﬂows
toward the whole room.

 P11 

UPTFMFDU.*-%&8

(6"3%

Close the window
in the bathroom.

 $IBOHFTXJUIFWFSZQSFTT
 "CPSEFSJTEJTQMBZFEBSPVOEUIF
TFMFDUFEPQFSBUJOHNPEF
 .07&&:&JOEJDBUPSMJHIUT
Beep

If water remains in the
bathtub, cover the bathtub.

Beep

 4UBSUPQFSBUJPO
 0QFSBUJPOTUPQTBGUFSBQQSPYJNBUFMZUP
IPVST
The POWER lamp goes out and the
operating mode indication disappears.
 The louvre swings in a wide range until the humidity
drops to 50%. When the humidity drops under
50%, MOVE EYE operates to change swinging
automatically.
 The airﬂow rate cannot be set because it is
changed automatically. It is also not possible to use
this in conjunction with another operating mode or
to set the humidity.

8IFOZPVXBOUUPBCPSUUIFPQFSBUJPO

*OGPSNBUJPO

 8IFOZPVXBOUUPFOEUIFPQFSBUJPO
QBSUXBZUISPVHI
Press the POWER switch (OFF).
 8IFOZPVXBOUUPTXJUDIUPBOPUIFS
PQFSBUJPO
Press the DEHUMIDIFY or MOVE EYE
switch.



CAUTION
%POPUVTFUIFVOJUJOBCBUISPPNPSPUIFSMPDBUJPOXIFSFJUJT
MJLFMZUPDPNFJOUPDPOUBDUXJUIXBUFS PSXBTIJUXJUIXBUFS
The unit does not have a drip-proof or water-proof
structure. Water coming into contact with the unit may
SFTVMUJOBàSFEVFUPBTIPSUDJSDVJU PSBOFMFDUSJDTIPDL.

 .*-%&8(6"3%
After dehumidifying is performed until the
humidity reaches 50%, operation is performed
for approximately 4 hours and then stopped
automatically.
The length of time of operation may change depending
on the temperature and humidity, but the unit will run
for approx. 4 hours at minimum (approx. 6 hours at
room temperature, 20°C, or up to approx. 12 hours at
maximum when this mode is selected.
When the tank is full (FULL lamp lights), the unit
stops dehumidifying and only blows air.
3PVHI(VJEFPO6TBHF
Location to be dehumidiﬁed
Size
Bathroom (bathroom Up to approximately 7 m2 (size
of bathroom + dressing room)
+ dressing room)
Room
Up to 12 m2
For more effective operation, use the unit within the above ranges.

 For effective use, keep the windows and doors of the room closed and do not ventilate the room during operation.
 Operation may not be sufﬁciently effective if the bathroom is spacious or because of the building materials used for
the ﬂoor and walls of the bathroom.
 Drops of water may remain in places where water collects easily.
 Mildew may grow depending on the room conditions and the type of mildew.
Example: Where air circulation is poor such as beneath a container or the like in the bathroom or at the back of a
cupboard or behind furniture in the room.
 This operation cannot dry locations where the airﬂow cannot reach such as inside a bathtub and beneath a container.
 This operation cannot remove existing mildew and water scale, or slime in the drain outlet.
 If this operation is used in conjunction with the off timer, operation may stop before drying is complete.

)PXJTNJMEFXHSPXUITVQQSFTTFE
Mildew is unable to produce new spores if dried as mycelia. The MILDEW GUARD feature
applies this principle. (However, the spores themselves are resilient to dry conditions.)

“Identiﬁcation of Black Mold”
[Research paper by Dr.K.Abe of the
Environmental Biology Research Center]

When you want to dehumidify
You can select from three modes, AUTO (50%, 60%, 70%), HIGH, and LOW.
(HIGH · LOW … P16 )

&

"650When you want to set the humidity and perform dehumidifying

2

Beep



*OGPSNBUJPO

 5IF108&3MBNQMJHIUT
 5IFPQFSBUJOHNPEFJTEJTQMBZFE
 5IFMPVWSFPQFOTBOEBJSáPXTUBSUT
 %FIVNJEJGZJOHCFHJOTBQQSPYJNBUFMZ
NJOVUFTBGUFSZPVQSFTTUIF108&3TXJUDI
8IFOEFIVNJEJGZJOHCFHJOT UIFPQFSBUJPOBM
OPJTFJODSFBTFT
 The unit remembers the operating mode. Even
if the power plug is disconnected or the power
turned off, the unit restarts at the previous setting.

 1SFTT

"650
"650

BOEUIFOTFMFDU
"650
PS


 "650
The unit changes the airﬂow rate automatically
and operates intermittently to maintain the set
humidity.
 If the current humidity becomes lower than
the set humidity, the unit stops dehumidifying
(blowing and the louvre are stopped). If the
current humidity becomes higher than the set
humidity, the unit resumes operation.
 Operation is performed for approximately
6 minutes after you turn the power ON,
regardless of the humidity of the room.
 The humidity may not become lower when
the door of the room is opened and closed
frequently or depending on the size and
conditions of the room.

0QFSBUJOH



*OGPSNBUJPO

 1SFTT

1

 $IBOHFTXJUIFWFSZQSFTT
 "CPSEFSJTEJTQMBZFEBSPVOEUIFTFMFDUFE
PQFSBUJOHNPEF


JTEJTQMBZFE
Beep

Beep

5PTUPQPQFSBUJPO

Beep
Beep

1SFTT

Beep

Beep

 5IFDVSSFOUIVNJEJUZJTJOEJDBUFEXJUIJO
UISFFTFDPOET
 6TFUIFMPVWSFBTOFFEFE P17

 5IF108&3MBNQHPFTPVU
 5IFPQFSBUJOHNPEFJOEJDBUPS
EJTBQQFBST
 5IFMPVWSFDMPTFT
*OGPSNBUJPO

 If the DRYING INSIDE operation (auto) is
set, it starts after operation stops. P20



When you want to dehumidify (cont.)

)*()p-08

2

 1SFTT

Beep



*OGPSNBUJPO

 5IF108&3MBNQMJHIUT
 5IFPQFSBUJOHNPEFJTEJTQMBZFE
 5IFMPVWSFPQFOTBOEBJSáPX
TUBSUT
 %FIVNJEJGZJOHCFHJOTBQQSPYJNBUFMZ
NJOVUFTBGUFSZPVQSFTTUIF108&3TXJUDI
8IFOEFIVNJEJGZJOHCFHJOT UIFPQFSBUJPOBM
OPJTFJODSFBTFT
 The unit remembers the operating mode. Even
if the power plug is disconnected or the power
turned off, the unit restarts at the previous setting.

1

 )*()
The unit operates continuously with a HIGH
airﬂow rate. Select this when you want to
dehumidify at a high level.
 -08
The unit operates continuously with a LOW
airﬂow rate. Select this when you want a reduced
blowing sound during dehumidifying.

1SFWFOUJOHDPOEFOTBUJPOPO
UIFJOTJEFPGDMPTFUTPS
TIPFCPYFT
Use the louvre to blow air
at the location you want to
dehumidify.

 1SFTT

BOEUIFOTFMFDU
)*()PS-08
 $IBOHFTXJUIFWFSZQSFTT

<Recommended Operating
Mode>
HIGH

 "CPSEFSJTEJTQMBZFEBSPVOEUIF
TFMFDUFEPQFSBUJOHNPEF

5PTUPQPQFSBUJPO
Beep

1SFTT

Beep

Beep

Beep
Beep

Beep

 6TFUIFMPVWSFBTOFFEFE P17



 5IF108&3MBNQHPFTPVU
 5IFPQFSBUJOHNPEFJOEJDBUPS
EJTBQQFBST
 5IFMPVWSFDMPTFT
*OGPSNBUJPO

 If the DRYING INSIDE operation (auto) is
set, it starts after operation stops. P20

Using Louvre

(DEHUMIDIFY mode only)

The louvre can be made to swing. Use the louvre in a way that suits your purpose.
You can only set the wind direction (louvre swing) when using AUTO, HIGH, or LOW operation mode.

Left-Right Swing

6QXBSE 'SPOUXBSE BOE8JEFNPEFTBSFBWBJMBCMF
5IPTFNPEFTDBOCFVTFEJODPOKVODUJPOXJUI-FGU
3JHIUTXJOH

8JEFNPEFJTBWBJMBCMF
-FGU3JHIU4XJOHDBOCFVTFEJODPOKVODUJPOXJUI6Q
%PXOTXJOH

&

UP-Down Swing

1SFTT

UPTFMFDUUIF

1SFTT

MPVWSFTXJOHEJSFDUJPO

UPTFMFDUUIF

MPVWSFTXJOHEJSFDUJPO

 $IBOHFTXJUIFBDIQSFTTUIFTXJOH
EJSFDUJPO

 $IBOHFTXJUIFBDIQSFTTUIFTXJOH
EJSFDUJPO

4UPQTXJOH

4UPQTXJOH
Beep

Beep

Beep

8JEF

6QXBSE
Beep

'SPOUXBSE

 4UPQTXJOH
5PTUPQUIF
MFGUSJHIUMPVWSF
BUUIFEFTJSFE
BOHMF

Beep

8JEF

 8JEF
5PTUPQUIFVQ
EPXOMPVWSFBU
UIFEFTJSFEBOHMF

 6QXBSE

'PSESZJOH
DMPUIFT FUD

 'SPOUXBSE

5PEFIVNJEJGZ
DMPTFUT

 8JEF

5PDPWFSUIF
FOUJSFSPPN

5PDPWFSUIF
FOUJSFSPPN

5IFMPVWSF
TUPQTBOEUIF
TXJOHNPOJUPS
EJTBQQFBST
5IFMPVWSFTXJOHT
TPUIBUBJSJTCMPXO
VQXBSE5IF
CMPXJOHSBOHFJT
BQQSPYJNBUFMZ
5IFMPVWSFTXJOHT
TPUIBUBJSJTCMPXO
UPXBSEUIFGSPOU
PGUIFVOJU5IF
CMPXJOHSBOHFJT
BQQSPYJNBUFMZ
5IFMPVWSFTXJOHT
TPUIBUBJSJTCMPXO
PWFSBXJEFBSFB
5IFCMPXJOHSBOHFJT
BQQSPYJNBUFMZ

5IFMPVWSF
TXJOHTTPUIBU
BJSJTCMPXOPWFS
BXJEFBSFB5IF
CMPXJOHSBOHF
JTBQQSPYJNBUFMZ


The swing monitor indicates the range in which the
louvre swings. (The movement of the louvre and
monitor do not match.)

*OGPSNBUJPO

 4UPQTXJOH

5IFMPVWSF
TUPQTBOEUIF
TXJOHNPOJUPS
EJTBQQFBST

0QFSBUJOH

Beep

 The amount of noise emitted from the unit varies
according to the angle of the air ﬂow.
 The louvre may temporarily stop to adjust its position.
 Do not touch the louvre.
 If the louvre is touched by your hand or an object and
accidentally moved away from the desired angle, press
the Up-Down swing switch or Left-Right swing switch
again.
 If air is blown directly onto a wall, the wall may become
dirty due to dust in the air being blown onto the wall.



Using Timer
When using the timer, drain the water from the tank before beginning operation. When the tank becomes full, only air
is blown.

OFF Timer Operation

ON Timer Operation

You can set an operating time between 1 to 9 hours.
Set the time when you turn the power ON.

You can set an operating start time between 1 to 9
hours. Set the time when you turn the power OFF.

2

 5VSOUIFQPXFS0/ P11
Set the desired operating mode and swing
direction. P11~17

 1SFTT

UPTFMFDUUIF
PQFSBUJOHTUBSUUJNF

UPTFMFDUUIF
PQFSBUJOHUJNF

 *GZPVQSFTTUIFTXJUDIPODF UIF108&3
MBNQ PQFSBUJOHNPEFJOEJDBUJPO BOEi u
uJTEJTQMBZFE
áBTI BOEi
 &BDIQSFTTDIBOHFTUIFJOEJDBUJPO
JOUIFPSEFSPGiUPIPVSTu UIF
JOEJDBUJPODIBOHFTBVUPNBUJDBMMZJG
ZPVDPOUJOVFQSFTTJOHUIFTXJUDI 

 *GZPVQSFTTUIFTXJUDIPODF i uBOE
uBSFEJTQMBZFE
i
 &BDIQSFTTDIBOHFTUIFJOEJDBUJPOJOUIF
PSEFSPGiUPuBOEiOPJOEJDBUJPO DBODFM u
UIFJOEJDBUJPODIBOHFTBVUPNBUJDBMMZJGZPV
DPOUJOVFQSFTTJOHUIFTXJUDI 
<Display example>
 Humidity setting
(set to 60%)
 Up-Down Swing
Wide
 Left-Right Swing
Wide
 Off timer is set
to 2 hours

 1SFTT

UPDPOàSNUIF
PQFSBUJOHTUBSUUJNF
 5IF108&3MBNQBOEUJNFJOEJDBUJPOMJHIU

→ 0O5JNFS3FTFSWBUJPO$PNQMFUFT
The time indication and operating mode
indication ﬂash and an alarm sounds to
notify if you forget to press the switch.

 5IFSFNBJOJOHPQFSBUJPOUJNFJOEJDBUJPO
JTSFEVDFECZBTFBDIIPVSFMBQTFT
 8IFOUIFTFUUJNFFMBQTFT PQFSBUJPO
TUPQTBOEUIFMPVWSFDMPTFTBVUPNBUJDBMMZ
The POWER lamp goes out and the
operating mode indication disappears.
When the DRYING INSIDE operation (auto) is set,
the DRYING INSIDE operation is performed. P20

(The alarm (beep) sounds for one minute.)
<Display example>
 Humidity setting
(set to 60%)
 Up-Down Swing
Wide
 Left-Right Swing
Wide
 On timer is set
to 5 hours

8IFOZPVXBOUUPDBODFMUIFUJNFS
CFGPSFUIFTFUUJNFFMBQTFT
 8IFOZPVXBOUUPFOEPQFSBUJPO

 5IFSFNBJOJOHUJNFVOUJMPQFSBUJPO
JOEJDBUJPOJTSFEVDFECZBTFBDI
IPVSFMBQTFT
 8IFOUIFTFUUJNFFMBQTFT PQFSBUJPO
TUBSUT

Press the POWER switch (POWER OFF).

 8IFOZPVXBOUUPDBODFMUIFPGG
UJNFSBOEDPOUJOVFPQFSBUJPO



8IFOZPVXBOUUPDBODFMUIFUJNFS
CFGPSFUIFTFUUJNFFMBQTFT
Press the POWER switch (POWER OFF).
*OGPSNBUJPO

*OGPSNBUJPO

Press the TIMER switch repeatedly until
the remaining time indication disappears
(returns to continuous operation).

 The OFF Timer and ON Timer cannot both be set at
the same time.
 If the LAUNDRY or MILDEW GUARD operating mode
is used in conjunction with OFF Timer operation,
operation may stop before clothes are completely dry.
 The off timer cannot be set while the DRYING INSIDE
operation is being performed.

1

 5VSOUIFQPXFS0'' P11

 1SFTT

→ 0GG5JNFS0QFSBUJPO4UBSUT

3

2

1

 If you set the on timer during the DRYING INSIDE
operation, the DRYING INSIDE operation is cancelled.
 The on timer operation cannot be performed with a
commercially available power socket that has a timer.

Using Child Lock
You can lock the switches. Use this function when you
want to keep children from operating the unit.

Turning MOVE EYE OFF
(only when in MOVE EYE mode)

&

If you want to turn MOVE EYE OFF, perform the following
operation.
By default, MOVE EYE is ON.

TFDPOET

GPSPSNPSF
8IFOUIFQPXFSJT0''

Beep

 $IJME-PDL*OEJDBUPSMJHIUTVQ

1SFTT

PSNPSFTFDPOET

5IF.07&&:&JOEJDBUPSHPFTPVU
FWFOEVSJOH.07&&:&NPEF
 -"6/%3:

 0OMZUIF$)*-%-0$,TXJUDIDBOCFPQFSBUFE
XIJMF$)*-%-0$,JTTFU5PVTFPUIFS
TXJUDIFT EFBDUJWBUFUIF$)*-%-0$,TFUUJOH
 The child lock is switched off when the power cord
is unplugged and plugged again.

MOVE EYE does not detect wet clothes.
The up-down louvre and left-right louvre
operate in Wide mode.

 .*-%&8(6"3%
MOVE EYE does not detect windows.
The louvre swings toward the ﬂoor when
the humidity drops to 50%.

8IFOZPVXBOUUPSFMFBTFUIFDIJMEMPDL

1SFTT
TFDPOET

GPSPSNPSF
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 *GZPVMPDLUIFVOJUXIFOUIFQPXFSJT0''
The unit will not turn ON, even if the POWER
switch is pressed. The CHILD LOCK lamp
blinks to notify you that the unit is locked.
 *GZPVMPDLUIFVOJUXIFOUIFQPXFSJT0/
The unit will not turn OFF, even if the POWER
switch is pressed. The CHILD LOCK lamp
blinks to notify you that the unit is locked.
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 The unit remembers ON and OFF of MOVE EYE.
Even if the power plug is disconnected or the power
is turned off, the unit restarts at the previous setting.



Drying Inside Operation
The inside of the unit can be dried to suppress mildew growth on the cooler.
On days the dehumidiﬁer is used, DRYING INSIDE (internal drying) is recommended.
DRYING INSIDE operation is ﬁnished in approximately one hour.

"VUPNBUJDPQFSBUJPO

.BOVBMPQFSBUJPO

To activate DRYING INSIDE after every use.

Press the
to activate DRYING INSIDE
while the power is OFF.

1SFTT
XIJMFUIF
QPXFSJT
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Beep

 %3:*/(*/4*%&PQFSBUJPOTUBOECZ
(The DRYING INSIDE lamp lights)

 5IF%3:*/(*/4*%&PQFSBUJPOTUBSUT
The DRYING INSIDE lamp ﬂashes, the
current humidity indicator turns off and
the louvre stops in the vertical position

 5IFPQFSBUJPOFOET
 5IF%3:*/(*/4*%&PQFSBUJPOTUBSUT
The DRYING INSIDE lamp ﬂashes, the
current humidity indicator turns off, and
the louvre stops in the vertical position

DRYING INSIDE operation
 5IF%3:*/(*/4*%&PQFSBUJPOFOET
The DRYING INSIDE lamp turns off and
the louvre closes

DRYING INSIDE operation
 5IF%3:*/(*/4*%&PQFSBUJPOFOET
The DRYING INSIDE lamp turns off and
the louvre closes

8IFOZPVXBOUUPEFBDUJWBUFBVUPNBUJD
PQFSBUJPO
 1SFTTUIF%3:*/(*/4*%&TXJUDI
XIJMFUIFQPXFSJT0/
(The DRYING INSIDE lamp goes out)
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QBSUXBZUISPVHI
1SFTTUIF%3:*/(*/4*%&TXJUDI
(The DRYING INSIDE lamp turns off)
Beep
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 Connecting/disconnecting the power plug deactivates automatic operation.
 This function does not remove existing mildew. Also, aborting DRYING INSIDE operation may cause the beneﬁts to
diminish.
 Do not close the louvres while DRYING INSIDE operation as this causes noise.
 The moisture expelled from inside the unit may cause the humidity level of the room to rise.
 The OFF timer cannot be set during DRYING INSIDE operation.
 DRYING INSIDE operation cannot be set while the FULL lamp is ON and operation is stopped.
 If operation stops because the tank is full, DRYING INSIDE is not operated until the operation is turned OFF.


Beep

Draining
Tank full is notiﬁed by the lighting of a lamp and a sound.
Empty the tank.

 FULL lamp lights.
(The unit beeps continuously until the water is
drained from the tank.)
 Stops dehumidiﬁcation and only blows air.

 3FNPWFUIFXBUFSUBOL

 After draining the water and replacing the
tank, the FULL lamp will go off, and the unit
will automatically return to operation mode.
 If the operation mode is changed while
the FULL lamp is lit, the operation mode
lamp indication goes out and you can no
longer operate the unit except for turning
operation ON and OFF.
 The FULL lamp lights up during Off Timer
operation but no sound plays.

&

*OGPSNBUJPO

When the tank becomes full, the FULL lamp lights.

 4MJEFUIFUBOLMJEUPDMPTFUIF
UBOL

Hold the handle and
gently pull out.
5BC
Insert the tank lid
under the tabs.
If you remove the tank, the FULL lamp lights.
<Hold the tank this way>

Check the
orientation
of the tank
lid and ﬁrmly
push all the
way in.

8IJMFIPMEJOHUIFVOJU àSNMZ

0QFSBUJOH

 QVTIUIFUBOLBMMUIFXBZJO

3FNPWFUIFUBOLMJE BOEQPVS

 PVUUIFXBUFS

5BOL
Make sure the tank is not
broken or cracked

'MPBUJOHFMFNFOU
Do not remove this.

Pour the water
out as shown.

*OGPSNBUJPO

5BOLMJE

 Firmly push the tank lid into place; failure to do so
could cause water to leak.
 If the tank lid is not ﬁrmly ﬁtted in, it may be difﬁcult
to remove the tank.
 If the tank is not inserted correctly, the FULL lamp
comes on and the unit will not operate.

/PUF

 "CFFQJTIFBSEBOEUIF'6--MBNQUVSOT
PGG

Do not remove or dismantle the ﬂoating element in the
tank. If it is removed, the unit cannot detect when the
tank is full, and this could result in leakage.



Continuous Drainage
If a drain is available, the unit can continuously drain excess water by attaching a commercially available hose
(internal diameter 15 mm).
The unit can be operated for extensive periods without the need to empty the water tank.
*UFNTUP
QSFQBSF

 $PNNFSDJBMMZBWBJMBCMFIPTF *%NN
Long enough to reach the drain.
 1JODFST
)PXUPTFUVQUIFESBJOBHFIPTF

1SFQBSBUJPO

$PSSFDUMZ
JOTUBMMFE

*ODPSSFDUMZ
JOTUBMMFE

 hose immersed in water
 hose raised to a level
higher than the drainage
outlet
→ 5IFXBUFSXJMMOPU
ESBJO

5VSOUIF108&3TXJUDI0'' BOE
SFNPWFUIFQPXFSQMVH

3FNPWFUIF

$"65*0/
%POPUESBJOXBUFSDPOUJOVPVTMZJGUIFSFJT
BQPTTJCJMJUZUIBUUFNQFSBUVSFTBSPVOEUIF
IPTFDPVMEESPQCFMPXGSFF[JOHQPJOU
Water inside the hose may freeze and water may leak
from the unit and EBNBHFTVSSPVOEJOHPCKFDUT.

8IFOESBJOJOHXBUFSDPOUJOVPVTMZPSMFGU
VOBUUFOEFEGPSMPOHQFSJPET JOTQFDUUIF
VOJUPODFBGPSUOJHIU
Foreign objects, etc. could clog the hose SFTVMUJOHJO
PWFSIFBUJOHBOEPSMFBLBHF.

 *OTFSUIPTFPOUPUIFESBJOBHF
PVUMFUGSPNUIFCBDL

1 Feed the commercially available hose
(ID 15 mm) onto the drainage outlet while
keeping the stopper pressed.

 XBUFSUBOL

Hold the handle and
gently pull out.

Hose

 0QFOUIFESBJOBHFPVUMFU
1PTJUJPOPGESBJOBHFPVUMFU
2 Firmly push the
hose through the
drainage outlet of
the unit.
238 mm

160 mm

Drain

Use pincers to cut away the three securing
ribs of the continuous drainage outlet. Remove
carefully without letting any debris fall inside.
(Be careful not to catch your hand on the notch.)

 1SFTTESBJOTUPQQFS

Hose

3 Check for water leakage.

Drain

"UUBDIUIFUBOLBOETFUUIF

 FOEPGUIFIPTFUPUIFESBJO
If the tank is not reattached, the “FULL lamp”
remains on and operation is not possible.

Stopper

/PUF

1VTIIFSF



 Conﬁrm that the hose does not show signs of deterioration such as bending cracks and clogging.
 If it is difﬁcult to insert the hose, wet the hose with water and insert. Do not use oil or lubricant instead of water.
 Inspect the hose every 2 weeks. Insects or dirt blocking the hose may cause leakage resulting in malfunctions.

Maintenance

Do not use detergents, cleaning agents for heat exchange equipment, abrasive
powders, chemically treated dusters, gasoline, benzene, thinners or other solvents,
as they can damage the unit or the water tank, which may result in leakage.

Remove the power plug before you begin maintenance.

Once Every Two Weeks

Water tank and Main
unit

Filter cover, Air Intake,
and sensor part

8JQFXJUIBTPGUDMPUI

Clogging with dust and the like reduces the effectiveness
of dehumidifying. Clean about once every two weeks.
)PXUPSFNPWFBOEBUUBDI 1

'MPBUJOHFMFNFOU
Do not remove or dismantle.

&

Cleaning

 3FNPWFUIFàMUFSDPWFS
 3FNPWFUIFTJMWFSJPOàMUFS

 The unit draws in dust present in the air, and this
may cause the tank to HSBEVBMMZCFDPNFEJSUZ. If
the dirt does not come off easily, wash with cold or
warm water, then wipe with a soft, dry cloth.
 Mildew may form in the tank unless kept clean.

 $MFBOUIFàMUFSDPWFS
Use a vacuum
cleaner to suck up
any dirt.

MOVE EYE
-JHIUMZXJQFXJUIBESZDPUUPOTXBC
.07&&:&

%POPUVTFBOP[[MFXJUICSVTI
%PJOHTPDPVMEEBNBHFUIFàMUFS
When the ﬁlter cover is very dirty, wash it in
lukewarm water and dry it well.

$MFBOUIFBJSJOUBLFBOE

 TFOTPSQBSU

5FNQFSBUVSF
TFOTPSQBSU

0QFSBUJOH

"JS*OUBLF

Use a vacuum
cleaner to suck
up any dirt.
)VNJEJUZTFOTPSQBSU
%POPUVTFBOP[[MFXJUICSVTI%PJOHTP
DPVMEEFGPSNUIFNFUBMàOT

 4FUUIFTJMWFSJPOàMUFS
.BLFTVSFUIFTJMWFSJPOàMUFSJTBUUBDIFE
UPUIFVOJU
*GJUJTOPU àOFEVTUXJMMFOUFSJOTJEFUIF
VOJUBOEDBVTFBNBMGVODUJPO

 4FUUIFàMUFSDPWFS

5SPVCMFTIPPUJOH

%POPUVTFXBUFS BMDPIPM PS
EFUFSHFOU6TFPGTVDITVCTUBODFT
DPVMEDBVTFBNBMGVODUJPO



Maintenance (cont.)
Once Every Three Months

Silver Ion Filter (Soak in Water)
4PBLJOHUIFTJMWFSJPOàMUFSJOXBUFS enables you to remove ﬁne dust and odor from the silver ion ﬁlter.
)PXUPSFNPWFBOEBUUBDI 1
1SFQBSBUJPO
1SFTTUIF108&3TXJUDIUPUVSOPGGUIF
QPXFS XBJUVOUJMUIFCMPXFSGBOTUPQTSPUBUJOH
BQQSPYJNBUFMZNJOVUFT CFGPSFVOQMVHHJOHUIF
QPXFSDPSE

 3FNPWFUIFàMUFSDPWFS
 3FNPWFUIFTJMWFSJPOàMUFS
 4PBLUIFTJMWFSJPOàMUFSJO
XBUFS
Soak in cool to
lukewarm water for
about 30 minutes.
Do not use detergent or hot water. Also,
do not use a brush or the like to scrub the
ﬁlter or rub the ﬁlter while soaking. This may
damage the ﬁlter.
 Any yellow or dark stains may remain on the
ﬁlter, but should not affect performance.
 The ﬁlter can be soaked for a total of eight
times. After that, replace with a new ﬁlter.



 %SZUIFTJMWFSJPOàMUFSXFMM
Dry the ﬁlter on a
even surface in the
shade.
Do not hang with pegs or the like. This may
damage the ﬁlter.
Do not use the ﬁlter while wet.

 4FUUIFTJMWFSJPOàMUFSJOUP
UIFàMUFSDPWFS
 4FUUIFàMUFSDPWFS

Troubleshooting
 'PSUIFTZNQUPNTMJTUFECFMPX SFGFSUPUIFSFNFEJFTMJTUFESJHIU

5IFVOJUCMPXTXBSNBJS

 The unit blows out warm air because dehumidiﬁed air passes through
the reheater (there is no cooler function). This is not a malfunction.

P7

8BUFSEPFTOPUDPMMFDUJO
UIFXBUFSUBOL NJOJNBM
EFIVNJEJGZJOHSFTVMUT

 Check to see if the temperature/humidity is low.
Low room temperature/humidity reduces dehumidifying effectiveness
(in winter, the temperature and the humidity are low, the amount of water
collected is decreased). This is not a malfunction.

P7

5IFVOJUEPFTOPUPQFSBUF /P
BJSDPNFTPVUBOEUIFMPVWSF
EPFTOPUTXJOH
5IFVOJUTUPQT

4UPQTBGUFS
BTIPSUUJNF
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 Check to see if the power cord is correctly plugged.
→ Plug the power cord properly into the power socket.
 Check to see if anything is blocking the air intake or outlet.
→ Remove the obstruction.
 Is operation being performed with the unit set to AUTO?
→ The unit is automatically switching between dehumidiﬁcation and
blowing.
 Check to see if the ﬁlter cover is clogged.
→ Clean according to the maintenance procedures.
 Is operation being performed with the unit set to LAUNDRY?
→ If the room temperature is approximately 10°C or less, operation will
stop automatically in approximately two and half hours.
The reason for this is because if the room temperature is low it
becomes difﬁcult to evaporate moisture and humidity does not
change.
 Is operation being performed with the unit set to MILDEW GUARD?
→ This operation ends automatically when the humidity drops. It stops in
four hours at minimum.
 Check to see if the water tank is full.
→ Empty the water tank and return it to its original position.
 Check to see if the water tank is inserted properly.
→ Adjust the position of the water tank.

&

$BVTF3FNFEZ

P5
P15
P23

P11
P14
P21
P10

8JOEEPFTOPUCMPXPOXFU
DMPUIFT

 Did you hang additional wet clothes?
→ If you want to hang additional wet clothes, turn the operation OFF and
P11·13
turn the operation ON again after hanging clothes.
 Are wet clothes hanging within the detection range of MOVE EYE?
P12
→ Hang wet clothes within the detection range (1.5 m).
 Is there a heat source between MOVE EYE and wet clothes?
→ Do not place a heat source in front of the unit.
 Check to see if MOVE EYE is dirty.
P23
→ Clean MOVE EYE according to the maintenance procedures.

8JOEEPFTOPUCMPXPOXFU
DMPUIFTQBSUXBZUIPVHI
ESZJOH

 Check to see if the room temperature is low.
→ If a window is cold, MOVE EYE may incorrectly detect the window as
wet clothes. It is effective to cover the window with a curtain and use
a heater to warm up the room.

$MPUIFTEPOPUESZ

 Check to see if the room temperature is low.
→ If the room temperature is low (approx. 10°C), it becomes difﬁcult to
evaporate moisture therefor laundry does not dry. It is effective to use
P12
a heater to warm up the room.
 Check to see if the room is not too large.
→ Use the unit within the range described in Rough Guide on Usage.
 When you are restarting operation after hanging additional clothes, has it
been a long time since you ﬁrst hung wet clothes?
→ Wind no longer blows on previously hung wet clothes and they may
not dry even after operation ends.
 Are wet clothes hanging within the detection range of MOVE EYE?
P12
→ Hang wet clothes within the detection range (1.5 m).
 Check to see if the clothes are too close together.
→ Leave at least approximately 5 cm of space between articles of
P12
clothing to allow air to pass through.

P12

5SPVCMFTIPPUJOH

4ZNQUPN



Troubleshooting (cont.)
4ZNQUPN
5IFVOJUDPOUJOVFTUPPQFSBUF
FWFOUIPVHIJUJTUVSOFEPGG

 Is the unit set to DRYING INSIDE mode?
This function activates automatically after ending operations.

*UUBLFTUJNFGPSIVNJEJUZUP
ESPQ

 Check to see if the room is not too large.
→ Use the unit within the range described in Rough Guide on Usage.
 Check to see if the exits to the room are open.
→ Refrain from opening doors/windows during operation.
 Check to see if steam producing appliances such as kerosene heaters are on
in the vicinity.

5IFIZHSPNFUFSSFBEJOHPO
UIFVOJUEJGGFSTGSPNPUIFS
IZHSPNFUFSTJOUIFSPPN

 Hygrometer readings differ from place to place even if in the same room.
Use the unit humidity reading as an estimate.

5IFMPVWSFEPFTOPUNPWFBT
TFU

 Press the Up-Down Swing switch or Left-Right Swing switch again.
P17
 Is operation being performed with the unit set to MOVE EYE mode?
→ The louvre cannot be set when using LAUNDRY or MILDEW GUARD
P15~16
operating mode. Use the AUTO, HIGH, or LOW setting.

5IFXBUFSUBOLDPOUBJOTMJRVJE
PSXIJUFXBUFSSFTJEVF

 The residue is from ﬁnal product testing at the factory. It is not a result of
a malfunction.

5IFSFJTCMBDLSFTJEVFPOUIF
JOTJEFPGUIFXBUFSUBOLBOE
MJE

 The residue is from debris in the air.
→ Clean according to the maintenance procedures.

5IFPQFSBUJOH
OPJTFJTMPVE
SFWFSCFSBUFT
5IFPQFSBUJOH
TPVOETVEEFOMZ
5IFVOJU JODSFBTFTJOWPMVNF
NBLFT 5IFXJOETPVOE
OPJTFT
DIBOHFTJOWPMVNF

 Check to see if the unit is on a slope or uneven surface.
→ Move to a sturdy even surface.
 Check to see if the ﬁlter cover is clogged.
→ Clean according to the maintenance procedures.
 Operating the unit in small rooms or in tight spaces sometimes causes
the sound to reverberate.
→ Place a mat underneath the unit.

 The volume of the sound differs depending on the angle of the louvre.
 This is the sound of the refrigerant. The sound can be heard while the
refrigerant stabilizes after the unit turns on, changes modes, or stops.

5IFVOJUQSPEVDFT
BCV[[UIBUTPVOET
JOUFSNJUUFOUMZ PS
UIFDPNQSFTTPS
EPFTOPUBDUJWBUF

 This is the sound of the compressor. In modes that control the humidity
level, the compressor operates intermittently causing the sound to be
heard occasionally. The compressor does not activate after turning the
unit off, or for 3 minutes after plugging the unit into a power socket. (This
is to protect the compressor from damage.)

5IFQPXFSQMVHPSQPXFSTPDLFU
HFOFSBUFTBCOPSNBMIFBU

P20

P7

P23

P5
P23
P8

 Sound increases when the compressor starts operation (approximately
three minutes after turning on the unit, or during AUTO operating mode).

5IFVOJUQSPEVDFT
BTJNNFSJOHTPVOE

8IFOàSTUVTFE
5IFVOJU
QSPEVDFT %VSJOH%3:*/(
BOPEPVS */4*%&



$BVTF3FNFEZ

 The heat converter heats rapidly causing an odour. This is not a malfunction.
 The discharged moisture may emit an odour. This is due to odour
components being absorbed by moisture droplets inside the unit. This is
not a malfunction.
 4UPQPQFSBUJPOBOEDPOUBDUUIFQMBDFPGQVSDIBTF

P17

 &SSPSNFTTBHF )VNJEJUZJOEJDBUPS

%JHJUBMEJTQMBZ

BQQFBSTJOUIF)6.*%*5:
JOEJDBUPS
 _ BQQFBSTJOUIF
)6.*%*5:JOEJDBUPS
5IFi108&3MBNQ ui%3:*/(*/4*%&
MBNQ uBOEi'6--MBNQuBMMáBTI

 Check to see if the power cord is plugged into the power socket properly.
P10
→ Plug the power cord into the power socket properly.
 Check to see if anything is blocking the air outlet.
→ Remove the obstruction, and plug the power cord into the power socket again. P5·10
 Check to see if the ﬁlter cover is clogged.
→ Clean according to the maintenance procedures.
P23

&


BQQFBSTJOUIF
)6.*%*5:JOEJDBUPS

$BVTF3FNFEZ

 .BMGVODUJPO
→ 5BLFOPUFPGFSSPSNFTTBHF VOQMVHUIFQPXFSDPSE BOEDPOUBDUUIF
QMBDFPGQVSDIBTF

 *GUIFTZNQUPNTQFSTJTUFWFOBGUFSGPMMPXJOHUIFQSFTDSJCFESFNFEJFT PSUIFFSSPSNFTTBHFEPFTOPU
EJTBQQFBS VOQMVHUIFQPXFSDPSE BOEDPOUBDUUIFQMBDFPGQVSDIBTF
 *GUIFTVQQMZDPSEJTEBNBHFE JUNVTUCFSFQMBDFECZUIFNBOVGBDUVSFS JUTTFSWJDFTBHFOUPSTJNJMBS
RVBMJàFEQFSTPOTJOPSEFSUPBWPJEBIB[BSE

Replacement Parts
5IFTJMWFSJPOàMUFSJTBDPOTVNBCMFJUFN
Replace this ﬁlter when it becomes time for replacement.

Replacing the silver ion ﬁlter
"MUIPVHIUIFTJMWFSJPOàMUFSMBTUTSPVHIMZ
ZFBST SFQMBDFJUXIFO
 :PVIBWFTPBLFEUIFàMUFSUJNFT
 5IFTJMWFSJPOàMUFSIBTUVSOFECSPXOEVFUP
DJHBSFUUFTNPLFPSCMBDLXJUIEVTU
Filter life differs on usage and environmental
conditions

3FNPWFUIFàMUFSDPWFSGSPNUIFVOJU 
BOESFQMBDFUIFTJMWFSJPOàMUFS
)PXUPSFNPWFBOEBUUBDI P10

Storage and Disposal
Storage
After switching the unit off, leave for one day until any water
inside has had time to settle. Then carry out the following steps.

 1FSGPSN%3:*/(*/4*%& 1
Performing DRYING INSIDE to prevent mildew
growth is recommended.

 #VOEMFUIF

QPXFSDPSE

 %SBJOPVUUIFXBUFS 1
Drain the water from the tank and wipe away
any remaining drops of water.

 $MFBOUIFàMUFSDPWFS 1 
4JMWFSJPOàMUFSGPSSFQMBDFNFOU

Use a vacuum cleaner to suck up any dirt.

 4UPSFUIFVOJU


 Type: MJPR-EXFT


For these items contact your nearest Mitsubishi
Electric dealer.

8IFOZPVBSFTVSFUIBUBMMQBSUTBSFESZ 
DPWFSJUXJUIBDMPUIUPLFFQJUGSPNEVTU
4UPSFUIFVOJUJOBOVQSJHIUQPTJUJPOJOB
QMBDFOPUFYQPTFEUPEJSFDUTVOMJHIU

When disposing the unit
Dispose according to the garbage regulations in your district.
 Silver ion ﬁlter Material: PET and PS
 Unit: Do not disassemble. Dispose according to
the garbage regulations in your district.

5SPVCMFTIPPUJOH

1BSUTTPMETFQBSBUFMZ



Speciﬁcations
.PEFM
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)VNJEJUZ
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1PXFSDPOTVNQUJPO
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*1 The dehumidifying capacity indicates the amount of dehumidiﬁcation per day 24 hours).
*2 House condition: Concrete house
*3 Dehumidifying area: According to standards of JEMA

NOTE
It is impossible to remove the back
panel because the two spots shown
are fastened with two special screws.
If the unit malfunctions, contact your
Mitsubishi dealer:

Sole Agent in Hong Kong
Mitsubishi Electric Ryoden Air-Conditioning & Visual Information Systems (Hong Kong) Limited.
Ofﬁce: Tel.: 2510 1505 Service Center: Tel.: 2427 8484
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